WEAKLIE GETS SCOOP OF ICE CREAM
The Ersinus Weaklie

Dr. Black Favors Sororities

A compulsory meeting of all freshman girls was called recently by the Perkiomen Press Association. The meeting was very well attended.

MINIATURE SHEETS WERE GIVEN TO THE GALS, SENDING THEM BOTH FOR AND AGAINST JOINING A SORORITY.

Arguments in favor of sororities were made as follows:

(1) It is better to be a member of a sorority than of two or three fraternities.

(2) Sororities don't cost very much money, and they only take a few minutes to go to. (3) Sorority meetings don't take time from a girl's studies, as the larger girls don't study anyway.

The arguments against sororities were:

(1) Sororities are not democratically run. The faculty does not like sororities.

(2) Sorority members are an exception to the prudish.

In all, the votes were evenly divided, as some explained some of the running customs, and then disapproved the meeting.

JUNIOR HARBURG
He passed French.

GIRL GANGSTERS GIVE GUS GAG GOING GOOFY
Girl Gangsters Terrorize Bakery; Carry Awning Starving Males; Throw Cream Puffs...

Girl gangsters are terrorizing the bakery. Upon their entrance every night, Mr. and Mrs. Grabber, frightened and perplexed, shrink into the back room, and leave the rough work to Gus and his assistant, two hired soda jerks from the bakery.

Observers who could be persuaded to talk described the female gangsters as "a horrible mob." No names were mentioned, but it is agreed that the Clancus goes on nightly, and that much Glenwood brand apple-sauce is thrown in.

"It used to be that you could come down here for a quiet ham sandwich," one old-timer observed.

"But now you'd better hide till after tonight if you're a lady. I'm not trying to bring in business, but every thing I've eaten in that place this year has been flavoured with the sweets of female companionship."

Testified another male: "They're pretty decent everywhere else on the campus, but really, when I go in the back room and ask for a glass of milk, the room is emptying. I do wish that they'd find some other outlet."

When the males are late, hungry females try to fill their energy in other ways.

Blurry bar-tender Gus was reluctant to serve the ladies, but was compelled to keep the girls under control, he said.

Later, however, he admitted that one in a long series of lines, such as "You're not going to make a wince in this bakery and painful fingernail digs will follow, and I'll throw all the furniture out."

"If you can't be satisfied, you can go out heretofore," was the threat which is reprinted by request on page 2 of tonight's Weaklie.

The Weaklie also received first prices for its sports, its features, and its news treatment. No other group was given.

(Note: The Perkiomen Press Association's charter admits to membership any newspaper printed by a college student located in Montgomery County. Member papers are as follows: The Ersinus Weaklie.)

SECRETARY GRAFF called the roll, and found that all members were represented. A motion was passed to carry the Weaklie for its all-round excellence.

The meeting was over in a short time, with the sanction of the Weaklie for its all-round excellencc.

Another Student Opinion (?) Poll

Following hard upon the heels of the huge success which the Weaklie met with in its initial student opinion poll that appeared in the first number of the Weaklie, is now a request to bring out into the limelight who Joe and Mary Ursinus thing.

The question last week was: "Should the U. S. withdraw its military and naval forces from the danger zone in China?" And, made a double choice on the question of uncertain significance, and close to the common good of the American people. It is a question closer to the hearts of Ursinus men and women.

Here it is, boys and girls:

THE QUESTION THIS WEEK—Who was that lady I saw you with last night?

¿It was a lovely lady.

(1) That was no lady, that was my wife (accompanied by loud laughter).

(2) No, she was the street, that was an alley.

(3) That was no lady, that was my Lorelei bid.

(4) If you can think of a better answer, check here, and well... well...

(5) If you can think of a better question, check here, and well... well...

GIVE GUS A PUMP
He swept the gym.

FREND SNITZEL
He had a date with Marthella.

FRENCH RIBBON
He broke off with Ellen.

MOE LECKSTON
He broke off with Eileen.

UNANCES TO THE WEAKLIE.

The Ersinus Weaklie, as host newspaper, won several prizes at the recent convention of the Perkiomen Press Association.
There is too much talking in class. It interferes with the professor. So do not talk in class. It is different if you are called on and happen to know the answer. But we mean, please stop talking back there. I have the floor.

That professor was wrong. We should object to him and don't talk! The Weaklie is against it!!! Therefore, since we have proved that talking in class is wrong, we have done our part. Let the proper organization do something about the matter.

Anyway, do not talk in class.

(The above editorial was awarded first price at the Pertin-omen Press convention for its logical sequence of ideas and general forcefulness.)

This Pink Color

You might be able to blame it on the semester exams. Maybe we did study too hard—and this is the result. This pink paper, we mean, and this abortive effort of Bijou journalism.

According to how it is received, we shall continue publishing the Erasmus Weaklie, questionable offspring of the Ursinus Weekly. It is a whole lot easier for us, and much more fun. We can make our own accepta—and incidentally, we never let us hear it said again that this Weaklie is behind with the news.

But then, maybe we shouldn't complain. This issue did pay for your name in the pink issue. It is inconceivable to us that anyone would object if you try hard enough, you will be able to get from them concerning an ad on the front page. We hope to achieve this in the near future.

The ads didn't come in the way we hoped springs eternal in the hope that we could not completely gratify the fond hopes of our many readers, and that we could not carry out the helpful suggestions from them concerning an ad on the front page. We hope to achieve this in the near future.
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Snow Brings New Contacts To Erasmus Stoogents

By Our Society Editor

The wind blew and the snow fell, and there was born a fine new pastime for Erasmus socialites. Oh! Our beautiful snow-covered campus! Oh! The whiteness and the purity! Oh! The joyful frolicking of happy, healthy, ruddy- faced boys and girls! For they were apathy on our campus recently, and the undergraduates certainly did have fun, dear me, yes.

After dinner every night the little ladies and gentlemen could be seen chasing the flakes flittering across the lawn, roaring joyfully and waving hands. They have lately been seen at the doors of the dormitories, bouncing with delight on the steps of the dormitories, and in general having such a fine, gay time that only occasionally did they deign to pick the flakes from their teeth.

"I don't want to hear any more snow down my blouse, I'll knock your tooth out." One young man intoned gracefully, "Oh, it's perfectly all right," the maid answered, "I have another eye."

Several charming debauchees enjoyed the fun in a novel way. They were seen coyly ducking into the shelter of the Shreiner storm door, from which they would elopishly emerge every now and then, and when a snowball at some young gentleman across the street. Upon this, the young gentleman would stagger slightly if he was so fortunate as to avoid falling over, bent in a graceful bow, and skillfully melt his own little tribute of virgin snowflakes, to slam back at the dastard in the doorway. Playing together in the snow, the young people of this campus had a delightful opportunity to engage in the social life of which they are so fond.

Girls Decide Not To Be Too Fair In Lorelei Man-Hunt Tactics

Bulletin: At a recent meeting of the Urinous Ethical Society of Flirting Females, an organization formed to try to get a little decency into the annual Lorelei struggle, two motions were defeated from the floor.

One was that every girl still in the market should wear a replica of a hangman's noose as a means of protection to game males during Lorelei hunting season. Second motion was to rename the traditional dance of plans bloody battle during Lorelei hunting season. After all," as the chairman put under the auspices of the Inter­ society Council yesterday to hold a final conference before the war begins.

After the last meeting of cats had subsided, several papers were made.

One was called "The Three-In-One Problem." It discussed the advisability of rushing two somewhat dumpy girls in order to get their popular room mate into the sorority.

Sorority Notes

Harem Council Plans Bloody Battle

All the campus sororities met under the auspices of the Inter­ society Council yesterday to hold a final conference before the war begins.

After the last meeting of cats had subsided, several papers were made.

One was called "The Three-In-One Problem." It discussed the advisability of rushing two somewhat dumpy girls in order to get their popular room mate into the sorority.

Sorority Notes

Burdan's Ice Cream

Phone - Pettitown 116

Interest paid on deposits Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

A good course - - -

"Enjoyment 1-10" is offered to all students. Those who missed it last semester may sign up now.

College girls and gals who have enjoyed the Radio, the Tasty Food, the Comradeship at the

Campus Sandwich Shop

"Bards is a good course to take" 712 Main St.

(Next to Lynwood)

What, no friends?

You'll find them at "DOCS", where campus people get together at all times of the day and evening.

Always something doing at - - -

College Drug, Inc. B. S. Lebegern

"The Friendly Campus Place"
ARE YOU EDUCATED?

If you want to increase your vocabulary, get 500 word lists and receive a free dictionary—see sample below.

---

Dr. Bludan Bones

(Continued from page 3)

colourfulle, let us examyne them todaye.

Fyre Water For Floundering Freshmenne

In these pionere days of the institution, fyre water and other artifices were used in abundance by the populace. One fraternity conceived the idea of admixing fyer water to the young men whom they hoped to astyce. "For," it wasse spoken, "there is nothing like the snyfter to induce gude felloughshippe, and teame; or that their fratte was the everon numbered by dots from

got there in the nicotine". Full soone the other fraternities noticed whose rolle liquorce, caste their gave the following tests; most frequently found in

Sex—two of drunques. And, of course, nowe and thenne signing out: Girlie Astheimer

Patronize Our Advertisers

Full of the nicotine. So todaye the frattes have many a remanace of their former evils. The boys go through their competition halfhearted, to keep up the gude old pretense.

Of course, nowe and thenne one who travels to the Perkome caste of the Russian seasonne still hears of boys who feel they cannot face the fratte, because some of the guys that they had assured to the fratte was generallie as gude as brotherhoode, thoughe it is at vari­
course, other measures of fostering the cause of fraternitie were tried. For a fewe moones great numbers of socially innocent captaine of the footballe teame; or that their fratte was the salle one on campus whose rule

was not constituttede of a bunch of drunques.

One Fratte Gude Is The Other Newe

Gradually such things were taken with a grain of salt, and it became known that each fratte was generallie as gude as the other, or, more accuratly, that none wasse perfect, and that all of them had their few mem­

bers of whom it was sometymes asked of the golden above o why didn't we lette him in, or, I wishe I hadde blackballed him, and so on.
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